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Comment: Please specify the reasons for your interest in the proceeding, your views concerning the proceeding, any 
relevant information that supports or explains your views, the conclusion you support and any recommendations. The 
Commission may disallow comments that do not comply with the Rules of Practice and Procedure.

BC Hydro 2 Tier billing does nothing to conserve energy.  
Apartment/Condo dwellers that do not pay for their heating all year are the average criteria for Tier 1 billing and they 
may leave their lights on constantly and due to always being at level 1 have no thought about conserving energy. 
The impossiblity for the majority to stay at Tier 1 rates could actually be causing customers to ignore energy 
consumption and not think about conserving. I believe many are unaware of the difference in rates.  
It is impossible for the average home owner with children to stay at level 1even though they may always wash in cold 
water or make sure lights are turned off etc 
The commercials that remind us to conserve energy work better than the two-tier system that is blatantly unfair to the 
average family in BC. I always remember to turn out lights, I have changed my bulbs to lower energy users, I have 
turned my heat down two degrees and put on sweaters and I always wash in cold. I didn't do that because I am in two-
tier billing as that is impossible to stay at Tier 1, I did it because of BC Hydro commercials. 
BC Hydro two-tier billing is prejudicial against families ( especially large ones), stay at home seniors or parents who 
would use electricity for more hours of the day, actually anyone who owns an average size home and everyone who 
lives up north. 
The price to get electricity to our house is the same regardless of when I had children at home to now being empty 
nesters.  The price to get electricity to my house is the same in the summer months when I do not use heat or lights etc 
compared to 25 below winters when I may have to plug in my car so it will start (this isn't Vancouver with  
transit options) or run heat tape so the pipes do not freeze.  
The fact that I pay more than a condo/apartment dweller in Vancouver for my electricity rate does not make me 
someone who does not conserve energy.  
 There is no one set "average" household in BC. Our climates are vastly different from one end to the other in our 
province. BC Hydro should concentrate on ideas and products for customers that help them use less energy and 
provide that information through online and tv advertising. 
All customers should be paying the same rate period. 
 




